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Overview 

• UK Data Service
• Finding and accessing data
• Resources for students 
• Dissertation Award 
• Questions

• Type into the questions box 
• Answer at the end



What is the UK Data Service?

• Point of access to a wide range of social science data 
• Support, training and guidance
• Funded by the ESRC



Our catalogue includes…

data from surveys of the UK and other 
countries

longitudinal studies that follow individuals 
through time

UK Census data

data from qualitative studies such as 
interview transcripts and field notes

International macrodata
such as the world bank development 

indicators



Wide range of topics



Why use our data? 

Advantages
• Save resources (time, 

money, effort)
• Use data you could not 

collect yourself
• from the past, 
• other countries
• large/representative 

samples
• Use high quality data

Disadvantages
• Data not always available
• Available data might not 

be perfect
• Data can be harder to 

understand



Find data: search catalogue

Use search terms (boolean logic)
Filter to refine 
Sort results



Access to data catalogue



Find data: key data



Find data: theme pages



Students can access the majority of our data 
collections 

Open data

• datasets available without registration or authentication using open data licences
• download and use

Safeguarded data with the End User License (EUL)

• student registers with UK Data Service 
• UK students use login from their institution: otherwise apply for username and 

password.
• to download a dataset: Set up a project , assign data to project

Special license

• may or may not prevent student access 
• can take time (e.g. if data owner's permission is needed, 

contact us) 
Controlled (secure) data

• no access for undergraduate research projects

?

X



Online data exploration

NESSTAR: survey data
UKDS.Stat: international 
databases

Allow you to 
• Explore data 
• Create and download 

tables/graphs 

Help students include statistics 
and data visualisations in any 
dissertation. 

We have guides to using online 
tools (including short video 
demonstrations) 



Webinars 

Introductory webinars 
• Introduction to the UK Data Service, 14 

November
• Finding and accessing data in the UK Data 

Service, 21 November

Register through the events page on our 
website:

ukdataservice.ac.uk/news-
and-events/events.aspx

youtube.com/user/
UKDATASERVICE

Recordings of past 
webinars including
• Key data webinars 
• Themed webinars 



ukdataservice.ac.uk/use-data



Student resources webpages

ukdataservice.ac.uk/use-data/student-resources



Using Survey Data Guide 
• For project work/dissertations
• Covers:

• research questions & designs
• finding & accessing relevant data
• getting started with data analysis
• reporting of results

• Includes worksheets
• Available online and as a PDF



New! Dissertations and their data: promoting research 
integrity

• A resource pack to support data management 
and research integrity in undergraduate 
dissertations

• examples of good practice 
• practical templates for consent, transcription, 

anonymisation and documentation 
• link to slides for teaching 
• Download the resource pack and slides



Learn online through our Data Skills Modules

• Interaction modules on 
• Survey data 
• Longitudinal data
• Aggregate data 

• Own time/pace
• Interactive 

• Videos
• quizzes and activities

• Introduce key aspects of each data type – for example, the survey modules 
covers the structure of the data, exploring data and examining relationships 
between variable to understand patterns. 



Dissertation Award 2019-2020

What? 
• recognises outstanding undergraduate dissertations from within the social 

sciences that include excellent reuse of data
• awards for the three best dissertations from this academic year 
• £300 award and publicity via our website, blog and Newsletter

Who?
• undergraduate students at UK universities 
• any social science discipline 
• must have used data available via the UK Data Service

How? 
• Complete an entry form 
• Send using institutional email
• Deadline for submissions is 12.00noon on 18 May 2020.
• If shortlisted, you’ll be asked to submit dissertation 



Entry form 

• Title of dissertation
• Which data you used  
• Your research aims and question(s) - What did you want to find out and 

why? [max 200 words]
• The data and methods used and how these suited the research aims? [max 

200 words]
• Your main findings and their implications? With one example of data as 

evidence such as an important graph or excerpt of an interview transcript 
[max 300 words]



Previous entries 

• British Social Attitudes survey public opinion on immigration

• 1970 British Cohort Study wage differentials by degree 
classification

• Wealth and Assets Survey models of consumption

• Crime Survey for England Wales victim reporting of partner abuse

• Labour Force Survey relationship between higher education 
and fertility in the UK

• British Election Study political partisanship and voting:  the 
role of politically partisan parents

• GP data with data from the 2011 
Census

spatial determinants of obesity levels 
in Scotland

Mix of topics and datasets, read more on our website (link from the 
Dissertation Award page) 



To conclude: summary, tips and questions  

1) Students can use most data available from the UK Data Service (except 
controlled data
 student pages highlight most accessible datasets

2) Look at what guides and resources can help you find, access and use data 
 Helpdesk for data related queries

3) Enter the UK Data Service Dissertation Award


